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Contact Information 
 
Welcome to the Ward 20 monthly report from your local officers PC 180 
Chris Stecka and PC 333 Robert Wallace. 

 
Below is the local contact email address for your local community team. 
This is not for reporting a crime but if you feel you require to contact 

your local community officer then the email address is the best way to 
do so. 

 
Email – EastNeukLandwardCPT@scotland.pnn.police.uk 

 
If you do not have access to the internet then you can call 101 and the 

call handler can send an email on your behalf. 
 
Local Initiatives 

 
Throughout the course of October PC’s Stecka and Wallace have been carrying 

out various amounts proactive work up and down the coast including the 
development of drug misuse intelligence, speed sites and mobile patrols of 

potential Housebreaking targets. 
 
Throughout the course of the last 18 months officers have carried out 120-140 

speed sites, issued over 200 warnings issued, 40 FPN’s issued and 10 drivers 
reported to the PF. 

 
Events being held at Crail Raceway are being monitored and the event’s 
organiser is working closely with Community Officers to ensure there is a 

balance between following the guidelines, allowing the economy to continue to 
be maintained and ensuring public safety. 

 
Community Speedwatch 
 

The Speedwatch initiative has been on hold due to Covid-19 however officers 
can confirm that all the volunteers that started the process have been vetted 

and are now able to work alongside Police Scotland for the next three years. 
 
Given the current restrictions the final stage of training has not been carried out 

however with the change from BST to GMT in the coming weeks CSW will not be 
able to go ahead until Spring 2021. 

 
We will continue to monitor the Governments guidelines and as soon as training 
can be carried out in a safe and effective manner this will be done so. 

 
Targeted Operations 
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Operation Moonbeam 2020 
 

The above is a targeted operation to prevent, deter and disrupt any disorder 
associated with Halloween and Fireworks gatherings. 

 
Areas all across NEF have been identified through the collection of data since 
2017 as the most prevalent hotspots for ASB. 

 

 
Calls Received (up to end of 31/10/2020) 

 
A reminder to adhere to the Covid-19 Guidelines in order to stay safe 

and to report any potential breaches of Covid-19 so these can be 
investigated by Police at the earliest opportunity. 
 

In total 1123 calls have been received in the North East Fife Area. This 
breaks down in the East Neuk with 201 calls in total as follows: 

 
 
Area 20A 

 
Crail 

Officers are well aware of recent issues with youths attending and gaining entry 
to the Crail Community Hall. The hall has been added to a local Community 
Patrol Matrix for passing attention. 

 
Furthermore officers have been giving passing attention to the Golf Course due 

to a recent break in reported at Dumbarnie Links Golf Club. 
 

28 Calls to the police, consisting of various nature, Concern for persons, assist 
members of the public, medical matters and various other calls. 
7 crimes recorded in this period. 

 
Dunino & Boarhills 

 
10 calls to the police. 
0 crimes recorded in this period. 

 
Kingsbarns 

 
Patrols continue to be carried out on the road leading down to the beach car 
park to ensure Covid guidelines are followed and respected, any offences of a 

criminal nature identified will be investigated robustly. 
 

12 calls to the police, consisting of various Road Traffic related calls, assist 
members of the public and a concern for person. 
2 crimes recorded in this period. 

 
Largoward 
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A reminder for any local issues please either contact 101 or use the email 
address provided in this newsletter to get information to your local Community 

Officers. 
 

8 calls to the police, consisting of a 999 call with good intent, an intruder alarm 
and assist member of the public. 
2 crimes recorded in this period. 

 
Radernie 

 
No calls to Police in this period. 
0 crimes recorded. 

 
Kilrenny 

 
Speed site enforcement will continue to be carried out when appropriate as this 
is a high footfall area for speeding vehicles. 

 
Calls to Kilrenny have been totalled within the Anstruther area however there 

had been 10 calls to Police of very minor nature. 
1 crime recorded in this period. 

 
Peat Inn 
 

1 call to the police in this period. 
0 crimes recorded. 

 
Carnbee 
 

2 calls to police in this period. 
0 crimes recorded. 

 
 
 

Area 20B 
 

Abercrombie 
 
1 call to the police.  

No crimes recorded in this period. 
 

Colinsburgh 
 
Officers continue to adapt a proactive approach to investigating any potential 

substance misuse intelligence provided. Members of the public are encouraged 
to contact 101 or even Crime stoppers to report any substance related 

intelligence and can be fully anonymous. 
 
6 calls to the police, consisting various types including 999 calls, road traffic 

matter, alarms and police information. 
No crimes recorded in this period. 
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Elie/Earlsferry 
 

21 calls to the police, consisting of various types including 999 calls, intruder 
alarms, missing persons, found property and road traffic collisions. 

1 recorded crime recorded in this period. 
 
Kilconquhar 

 
No calls to the police in this period.  

1 crime recorded however the call card has come under the Colinsburgh area. 
 
St Monans 

 
50 calls to the police, consisting of various types including noise complaints, 

road traffic matters, intruder alarms and 999 calls. 
8 crimes recorded in this period. 
 

 
 

Area 20C 
 

Anstruther 
 
35 calls to the police, consisting of various types including bail address checks, 

assist members of the public, concern for persons, 999 calls and road traffic 
matters. 

Within these calls 12 crimes were recorded. 
 
 

Cellardyke 
 

9 calls to the police, consisting of various types including road traffic matter, 
concern for persons and assist members of the public.  
Within these 1 crime was recorded 

 
Pittenweem 

 
16 calls to the police, consisting of various types including assist members of the 
public, road traffic matters, fire, 999 calls and others.  

Within these 2 crimes were recorded. 
 

 
 


